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Abstract
The study of the combinatorial properties of strings of symbols from a 3nite alphabet (also
referred to as words) is profoundly connected to numerous 3elds such as biology, computer
science, mathematics, and physics. Research in combinatorics on words goes back roughly a
century. There is a renewed interest in combinatorics on words as a result of emerging new
application areas such as molecular biology. Partial words were recently introduced in this
context. The motivation behind the notion of a partial word is the comparison of genes (or
proteins). Alignment of two genes (or two proteins) can be viewed as a construction of partial
words that are said to be compatible. While a word can be described by a total function, a
partial word can be described by a partial function. More precisely, a partial word of length
n over a 3nite alphabet A is a partial function from {1; : : : ; n} into A. Elements of {1; : : : ; n}
without an image are called holes. A word is just a partial word without holes. The notion
of period of a word is central in combinatorics on words. In the case of partial words, there
are two notions: one is that of period, the other is that of local period. This paper extends to
partial words with one hole the well known result of Guibas and Odlyzko which states that for
every word u, there exists a word v of same length as u over the alphabet {0; 1} such that
the set of all periods of u coincides with the set of all periods of v. Our result states that for
every partial word u with one hole, there exists a partial word v of same length as u with at
most one hole over the alphabet {0; 1} such that the set of all periods of u coincides with the
set of all periods of v and the set of all local periods of u coincides with the set of all local
periods of v. To prove our result, we use the technique of Halava, Harju and Ilie which they
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used to characterize constructively the set of periods of a given word. As a consequence of
our constructive proof, we obtain a linear time algorithm which, given a partial word with one
hole, computes a partial word with at most one hole over the alphabet {0; 1} with the same
length and the same sets of periods and local periods. A World Wide Web server interface at
http://www.uncg.edu/mat/AlgBin/ has been established for automated use of the program.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The study of the combinatorial properties of strings of symbols from a 3nite alphabet,
also referred to as words, is profoundly connected to numerous 3elds such as biology,
computer science, mathematics, and physics.
Research in combinatorics on words goes back roughly a century [12,13]. There is
a renewed interest in combinatorics on words as a result of emerging new application
areas such as molecular biology. Partial words were recently introduced by Berstel
and Boasson [1] in this context. The motivation behind the notion of a partial word
is the comparison of two genes (or two proteins). Alignment of two such strings can
be viewed as a construction of two partial words that are said to be compatible in a
sense that will be described in Section 2.2. While a word can be described by a total
function, a partial word can be described by a partial function. More precisely, a partial
word of length n over a 3nite alphabet A is a partial function from {1; : : : ; n} into A.
Elements of {1; : : : ; n} without an image are called holes. A word is just a partial word
without holes.
The notion of period of a word is central in combinatorics on words. There are many
fundamental results on periods of words. Among them is the well known periodicity re-
sult of Fine and Wilf [8] which intuitively determines how far two periodic events have
to match in order to guarantee a common period. This result was extended to partial
words with one hole by Berstel and Boasson [1]. In our recent work [2,4], we extend
this result further, with the exclusion of a few pathological cases, to partial words with
an arbitrary number of holes. Another fundamental result on periods of words is the
well known and unexpected result of Guibas and Odlyzko [9] which states that the set
of all periods of a word is independent of the alphabet size (alphabets with one symbol
are excluded here). In other words, for every word u, there exists a word v over the
alphabet {0; 1} such that u and v have the same length and the same set of periods.
In this paper, we extend Guibas and Odlyzko’s result to partial words with one
hole. We 3rst review, in Section 2, basic properties of words and partial words, state,
in Section 3, the fundamental periodicity result of Fine and Wilf as well as its ex-
tension to partial words with one hole, state, in Section 4, the periodicity result of
Guibas and Odlyzko as well as Halava et al.’s algorithm for computing a binary word
with the same length and the same set of periods as a given word, prove, in Section
5, our main result which states that the set of all periods and the set of all local
periods of a partial word with one hole are independent of the alphabet size, and
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describe, in Section 6, a linear time algorithm that given a partial word u with one
hole, computes a partial word v with at most one hole over the alphabet {0; 1} such
that u and v have the same length, the same set of periods, and the same set of local
periods.
2. Preliminaries
This section is devoted to reviewing basic concepts on words and partial words.
2.1. Words
For a detailed presentation of the matters discussed here, please refer to [6] or [11].
Let A be a nonempty 3nite set, or an alphabet. Elements of A are called letters and
3nite sequences of letters of A are called words over A. The unique sequence of length
0, denoted by , is called the empty word. The set of all words over A of 3nite length
(greater than or equal to 0) is denoted by A∗. It is a monoid under the associative
operation of concatenation or product of words ( serves as identity) and is referred
to as the free monoid generated by A. Similarly, the set of all nonempty words over
A is denoted by A+. It is a semigroup under the operation of concatenation of words
and is referred to as the free semigroup generated by A.
A word of length n over A can be de3ned by a total function u : {1; : : : ; n}→A and
is usually represented as u= a1a2 · · · an with ai ∈A (the length of u or n is denoted by
|u|). If u= a1 · · · an with ai ∈A, then a period of u is a positive integer p such that
ai = ai+p for 16i6n− p. The minimal period of u will be denoted by p(u).
For a word u, the powers of u are de3ned inductively by u0 =  and, for any n¿1,
un= uun−1. A word u is primitive if there exists no word v such that u= vn with n¿2.
2.2. Partial words
For a detailed presentation of the matters discussed here, please refer to [1].
A partial word u of length n over A is a partial function u : {1; : : : ; n}→A. For
16i6n, if u(i) is de3ned, then we say that i belongs to the domain of u (denoted
by i∈D(u)), otherwise we say that i belongs to the set of holes of u (denoted by
i∈H (u)). A word over A is a partial word over A with an empty set of holes (we
will sometimes refer to words as full words).
If u is a partial word of length n over A, then the companion of u (denoted by u)
is the total function u : {1; : : : ; n}→A∪{	} de3ned by
u(i) =
{
u(i) if i ∈ D(u);
	 otherwise
The bijectivity of the map u 
→ u allows us to de3ne for partial words concepts
such as concatenation and powers in a trivial way. The symbol 	 is viewed as a
“do not know” symbol and not as a “do not care” symbol as in pattern matching.
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The word u= abb	b	cbb is the companion of the partial word u of length 9 where
D(u)= {1; 2; 3; 5; 7; 8; 9} and H (u)= {4; 6}.
A period of a partial word u over A is a positive integer p such that u(i)= u(j)
whenever i; j∈D(u) and i≡ j mod p. In such a case, we call u p-periodic. Similarly,
a local period of u is a positive integer p such that u(i)= u(i + p) whenever i; i +
p∈D(u). In such a case, we call u locally p-periodic. The partial word with companion
abb	bbcbb is locally 3-periodic but is not 3-periodic. The latter shows a diLerence
between partial words and words since every locally p-periodic word is p-periodic.
Another diLerence worth noting is the fact that even if the length of a partial word u is
a multiple of a local period of u, then u is not necessarily a power of a shorter partial
word. We will denote by p(u) the minimal period of u and by p′(u) the minimal local
period of u. The set of all periods of u will be denoted by P(u) and the set of all local
periods of u will be denoted by P′(u). Note that, for any partial word u, P(u) = ∅,
since |u| ∈P(u) (a similar statement holds for P′(u)).
If u and v are two partial words of equal length, then u is said to be contained in
v, denoted by u⊂ v, if D(u)⊂D(v) and u(i)= v(i) for all i∈D(u). The order u⊂ v
on partial words is obtained when we let 	¡a and a6a for all a∈A. The partial
words u and v are called compatible, denoted by u ↑ v, if there exists a partial word
w such that u⊂w and v⊂w. We denote by u∨ v the least upper bound of u and v
(in other words, u⊂ u∨ v and v⊂ u∨ v and D(u∨ v)=D(u)∪D(v)). As an example,
u= aba		a and v= a		b	a are the companions of two partial words u and v that
are compatible and (u∨ v)= abab	a.
We can extend the notion of a word being primitive to a partial word being primitive
as follows: A partial word u is primitive if there exists no word v such that u⊂ vn
with n¿2.
We end this section with a construction of a word of length n from a given word u
of length n over the alphabet A∪{	}. Let S be a subset of {1; : : : ; n} and a∈A∪{	}.
We de3ne the word u(S; a) as follows:
u(S; a)(i) =
{
u(i) if i =∈ S;
a otherwise:
As an example, consider the word u= abb	cbba over the alphabet {a; b; c; 	}. We can
see that u({1; 4; 5}; a)= abbaabba. If S is the singleton set {s}, then we will sometimes
abbreviate u(S; a) by u(s; a).
3. Fine and Wilf ’s periodicity result
In this section, we review Fine and Wilf’s periodicity result as well as its extension
to partial words with one hole.
The fundamental periodicity result of Fine and Wilf can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1 (Fine and Wilf [8]). If a word u has periods p and q and |u|¿p + q −
gcd(p; q), then u has period gcd(p; q).
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The bound p+q−gcd(p; q) turns out to be optimal, since, for example, abaababaaba
has periods 5 and 8, has length 11=5 + 8 − gcd(5; 8) − 1, but does not have
period 1.
Berstel and Boasson proved a variant of Fine and Wilf’s result for partial words
with one hole.
Theorem 2 (Berstel and Boasson [1]). If a partial word u with one hole is locally
p-periodic and locally q-periodic and |u|¿p+ q, then u is gcd(p; q)-periodic.
The bound p + q turns out to be optimal since, for example, aaaabaaaa	aa has
one hole, is locally 5-periodic and locally 8-periodic, has length 12=5+ 8− 1, but is
not 1-periodic. Theorem 2 does not hold for two holes since, for example, ab	aba	ba
has two holes, is locally 3-periodic and locally 5-periodic, has length ¿3 + 5, but
is not 1-periodic. Note that if gcd(p; q)= 1, then Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1 by
considering v= u	 or v= 	u where u is a word satisfying Theorem 1’s assumptions.
In our recent paper [4], we extend Theorem 2 to partial words with two or three
holes. The strengthening to an arbitrary number of holes is done in our paper [2].
4. Guibas and Odlyzko’s periodicity result
In the next section, we characterize the periods and local periods of partial words
with one hole (see Theorem 4). This is done by extending to partial words with one
hole the following result of Guibas and Odlyzko.
Theorem 3 (Guibas and Odlyzko [9]). For every word u over an alphabet A, there
exists a word v of length |u| over the alphabet {0; 1} such that P(v)=P(u).
The proof given by Guibas and Odlyzko of Theorem 3 uses properties of correlation
and is somewhat complicated. In [10], Halava et al. give an elementary short construc-
tive proof for this result. As a consequence, a linear time algorithm (Algorithm 1) is
described which, given a word, computes a word over the alphabet {0; 1} with the
same length and the same periods.
Halava et al.’s algorithm is based on the following properties of words (among
others).
Lemma 1 (Halava et al. [10]). Let u be a word over an alphabet A. If q is a period
of u satisfying |u|¿p(u) + q, then q is a multiple of p(u).
Lemma 2 (Halava et al. [10]). Let u be a word over the alphabet {0; 1}. Then u0 or
u1 is primitive.
Lemma 3 (Halava et al. [10]). Let u be a word over an alphabet A with minimal
period p(u). Then there are words v; w (possibly v= ) and a positive integer k such
that u=(vw)kv, w =  and p(u)= |vw|.
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Lemma 4 (Halava et al. [10]). Let u be as in Lemma 3 with k¿1, and let q be
such that |u| −p(u)¡q¡|u|. Put q=(k − 1)p(u) + r where |v|¡r¡|v|+p(u). Then
q∈P(u) if and only if r ∈P(vwv).
We now describe Halava et al.’s algorithm.
Algorithm 1 (Halava et al. [10]). Given as input a word u over an alphabet A, the
following algorithm computes a word Bin(u) of length |u| over the alphabet {0; 1}
such that P(Bin(u))=P(u).
Find the minimal period p(u) of u.
1. If p(u)= |u|, then output Bin(u)= 01|u|−1.
2. If p(u) = |u|, then 3nd words satisfying Lemma 3.
(a) If k =1, then compute Bin(v), 3nd c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v)1|w|−1c is
primitive, and output Bin(u)=Bin(v)1|w|−1cBin(v).
(b) If k¿1, then compute Bin(vwv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |w| and
output
Bin(u) = (v′w′)kv′:
Note that if u = , then Bin(u) begins with 0 (Bin()= ). We end this section with
a few examples.
Example 1. (1) If u= abbcbb, then Bin(u)= 011111. Both u and Bin(u) have only
the period 6.
(2) If u= abbcbabbcba, then u=(a(bbcb))2a, Bin((a)(bbcb)(a))=Bin(a)1110
Bin(a)= (0)(1110)(0), and Bin(u)= 01110011100. Both u and Bin(u) have the set
of periods {5; 10; 11}. Another possible value for Bin(u) is 01111011110.
5. Our main result
In this section, we extend Theorem 3 to partial words with one hole. We prove that
for every partial word u with one hole over an alphabet A, there exists a partial word
v of length |u| with at most one hole over the alphabet {0; 1} such that P(v)=P(u)
and P′(v)=P′(u) (Theorem 4). If u= a	bc, then P(u)=P′(u)= {4}. It is easily
seen that no partial word v with one hole over {0; 1} satis3es the desired properties,
but the full word 0111 does. In the sequel, M0 denotes 1 and M1 denotes 0.
Our 3rst step in characterizing the set of periods and local periods of a partial word
with one hole is to extend to partial words with one hole the properties of words and
periods needed in Halava et al.’s proof.
The following lemma gives the structure of the set of local periods of a partial word
u with one hole.
Lemma 5. Let u be a partial word with one hole over an alphabet A. If q is a local
period of u satisfying |u|¿p′(u) + q, then q is a multiple of p′(u).
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Proof. By Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of u since |u|¿p′(u) + q. Since
p(u) is the minimal period of u and p′(u) is the minimal local period of u, we
get p′(u)6p(u)6 gcd(p′(u); q). We conclude that p′(u)= gcd(p′(u); q) and so p′(u)
divides q.
As a consequence, if p′(u)6|u|=2, then P′(u) can be partitioned into two sets: the
3rst set including p′(u) and its multiples and the second set including all the local
periods greater than |u| − p′(u).
Lemma 6. Let u be a partial word with one hole over the alphabet {0; 1} which is
not of the form x	x for any x. Then u0 or u1 is primitive.
Proof. Assume that u0⊂ vk , u1⊂w‘ for some primitive words v; w and integers k; ‘¿2.
Both |v| and |w| are periods of u, and, since k; ‘¿2, |u|= k|v|−1= ‘|w|−1¿2max{|v|;
|w|} − 1¿|v|+ |w| − 1.
Case 1: |u|= |v|+ |w| − 1.
Here |v|= |w|. Since v ends with 0 and w with 1, put v= x0 and w=y1. We get
u⊂ x0x and u⊂y1y with |x|= |y|. We conclude that u= x	x where x=y, a contra-
diction.
Case 2: |u|¿|v|+ |w| − 1.
By Theorem 2, u is also gcd(|v|; |w|)-periodic. However, gcd(|v|; |w|) divides |v| and
|w|, and so u⊂ xm with |x|= gcd(|v|; |w|). Since v ends with 0 and w with 1, we get
that x ends with 0 and 1, a contradiction.
Lemma 7. Let u be a partial word with one hole over an alphabet A with minimal
local period p′(u). Then one of the following holds:
1. There are partial words v; w1; w2; : : : ; wk (possibly v= ) such that
u = vw1vw2 · · · vwkv;
where p′(u)= |vw1|= |vw2|= · · ·= |vwk | and where there exists 16i6k such that
wi = x	y, wj = xay if j¡i, and wj = xby if j¿i for some a; b∈A and x; y∈A∗.
2. There are partial words w; v1; v2; : : : ; vk+1 such that
u = v1wv2w · · · vkwvk+1;
where p′(u)= |v1w|= |v2w|= · · ·= |vkw|= |vk+1w|, w = , k¿1, and where there
exists 16i6k + 1 such that vi = x	y, vj = xay if j¡i, and vj = xby if j¿i for
some a; b∈A and x; y∈A∗.
Proof. Let u be a partial word with one hole over A with minimal local period
p′(u). Then |u|= kp′(u) + r where 06r¡p′(u). Put u= v1w1v2w2 · · · vkwkvk+1 where
|v1w1|= |v2w2|= · · ·= |vkwk |=p′(u) and |v1|= |v2|= · · ·= |vk |= |vk+1|= r. Two cases
arise.
Case 1: There exists 16i6k such that the hole is in wi.
In this case, v1 = v2 = · · ·= vk = vk+1 = v for some possibly empty v. Here we get
the situation described in Statement 1.
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Case 2: There exists 16i6k + 1 such that the hole is in vi.
In this case, w1 =w2 = · · ·=wk =w for some nonempty w (if w is empty, then
r= |vk+1|= |vk |=p′(u), a contradiction). Note that k¿1 (otherwise, u= vk+1 and u
has local period |vk+1|¡p′(u) contradicting the fact that p′(u) is the minimal local
period of u). Here we get the situation described in Statement 2.
Lemma 8. (1) Let u be as in Lemma 7(1) with k¿1, and let q be such that
|u| − p′(u)¡q¡|u|. Put q=(k − 1)p′(u) + r where |v|¡r¡|v| + p′(u). Also put
H (vwiv)= {h}. Then q∈P(u) if and only if q∈P′(u). Moreover, q∈P′(u) if and
only if the following three conditions hold:
(a) r ∈P′(vwiv).
(b) If i =1 and h+ r6|v|+ p′(u), then (vwiv)(h+ r)= a.
(c) If i = k and r¡h, then (vwiv)(h− r)= b.
(2) Let u be as in Lemma 7(2) with k¿1, and let q be such that |u|−p′(u)¡q¡|u|.
Put q=(k − 1)p′(u) + r where |vi|¡r¡|vi| + p′(u). Then q∈P(u) if and only if
q∈P′(u).
(a) If i = k + 1 and H (vi)= {h}, then q∈P′(u) if and only if the following two
conditions hold:
(i) r ∈P′(viwvi+1).
(ii) If i =1 and h+ r6|vi|+ p′(u), then (viwvi+1)(h+ r)= a.
(b) If i =1 and H (vi−1wvi)= {h}, then q∈P′(u) if and only if the following two
conditions hold:
(i) r ∈P′(vi−1wvi).
(ii) If i = k + 1 and r¡h, then (vi−1wvi)(h− r)= b.
Proof. We 3rst prove Statement 1. For any 0¡j6|u| − q=p′(u) + |v| − r, we have
u(j)= (vw1v)(j) and u(j+ q)= (vwkv)(j+ r). Hence u(j)= u(j+ q) if and only
if (vw1v)(j)= (vwkv)(j+r). The latter implies that q∈P′(u) if and only if Conditions
(a)–(c) hold. To see this, 3rst let us assume that q∈P′(u) and let j; j + r ∈D(vwiv).
We have j∈D(vw1v) and j+r ∈D(vwkv) and so j; j+q∈D(u). We get u(j)= u(j+q)
and so (vwiv)(j)= (vw1v)(j)= (vwkv)(j+r)= (vwiv)(j+r) showing that Condition (a)
holds. To see that Condition (b) holds, note that h∈D(u) and h+ q∈D(u). We have
(vwiv)(h+ r)= (vwkv)(h+ r)= u(h+ q)= u(h)= (vw1v)(h)= a. To see that Condition
(c) holds, note that h−r ∈D(u) and h−r+q∈D(u). We have (vwiv)(h−r)= (vw1v)(h−
r)= u(h− r)= u(h− r + q)= (vwkv)(h)= b.
Now, let us show that if Conditions (a)–(c) hold, then q∈P′(u). Let j; j+q∈D(u).
We get j∈D(vw1v) and j + r ∈D(vwkv). If j =∈{h; h − r}, then j∈D(vwiv) and j +
r ∈D(vwiv). In this case, (vw1v)(j)= (vwiv)(j)= (vwiv)(j + r)= (vwkv)(j + r) since
Condition (a) holds, and so u(j)= u(j+q). If j= h, then i =1 and j+ r ∈D(vwiv). In
this case, u(j)= (vw1v)(j)= (vwiv)(j+r)= (vwkv)(j+r)= u(j+q) since Condition (b)
holds. If j= h−r, then i = k and j∈D(vwiv). In this case, u(j)= (vw1v)(j)= (vwiv)(j)
= (vwkv)(j + r)= u(j + q) since Condition (c) holds.
We now prove Statement 2. For any 0¡j6|u| − q=p′(u) + |vi| − r, we have
u(j)= (v1wv2)(j) and u(j + q)= (vkwvk+1)(j + r). Hence u(j)= u(j + q) if and
only if (v1wv2)(j)= (vkwvk+1)(j+ r). The proof is similar to that of Statement 1.
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Our Algorithm 2, that will be described fully in Section 6, works as follows:
Let A be an alphabet not containing the special symbol . Given as input a par-
tial word u with one hole over A where H (u)= {h}, Algorithm 2 computes a triple
T (u)= [Bin′(u); u;  u], where Bin′(u) is a partial word of length |u| over the alphabet
{0; 1} such that Bin′(u) does not begin with 1, H (Bin′(u))⊆{h}, where P(Bin′(u))=
P(u) and P′(Bin′(u))=P′(u), and where
u =
{
if h− p′(u) ¡ 1;
u(h− p′(u)) otherwise;
and
 u=
{
if h+ p′(u) ¿ |u|;
u(h+ p′(u)) otherwise:
In particular, T (	)= [0; ; ], and if a∈A and k¿1, then T (	ak−1)= [0k ; ; a]. More-
over, if P(u) =P′(u), then H (Bin′(u))= {h} and u= u(h−p′(u)) = u(h+p′(u))=  u.
Also, if u = and  u = , then H (Bin′(u))= {h}.
Lemma 9. Let u be as in Lemma 7(1) with k =1. Assume that Bin(v) begins with
0. For c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v)1|w1|−1c is primitive, P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u),
for the binary word u′=Bin(v)1|w1|−1cBin(v).
Proof. Put w1 =w. Obviously, P′(u′)=P(u′), and P′(u)=P(u) holds since every
local period of u is greater than or equal to p′(u). Clearly, P(u)⊆P(u′), since
P(Bin(v))=P(v) and all periods q of u satisfy q¿p(u)¿p′(u)= |vw|= |Bin(v)1|w|−1c|.
Assume then that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is minimal with this
property. Either q¡|Bin(v)| or |Bin(v)| + |w| − 16q¡|u|, since Bin(v) does not
begin with 1.
If q¡|Bin(v)|, then, by the minimality of q, q is the minimal period of u′, and
Lemma 1 implies that p′(u) is a multiple of q, and so Bin(v)1|w|−1c is not primitive,
a contradiction. If q= |Bin(v)| + |w| − 1, then c=0. In this case, if |w|¿1, we get
Bin(v)1=0Bin(v), which is impossible, and if |w|=1, we get that Bin(v) consists
of 0’s only, that 1 is a period of v and hence of u= v	v, and that 1=p′(u)= |v	|
and so v=  and Bin(v)= , a contradiction. Therefore q¿|Bin(v)| + |w| − 1, and
q¿p′(u)= |vw| since p′(u) =∈P(u′)\P(u). Put q=p′(u) + r where r¿0. Then r is a
period of Bin(v) and hence of v. But this implies q∈P(u), a contradiction.
Lemma 10. Let u be as in Lemma 7(2) with k=1. Assume that v1=x	y and v2 = xby.
Assume that T (v1)= [Bin
′(v1); ;  ] with H (Bin′(v1))⊆H (v1)= {h}.
1. If  = , then let c∈{0; 1} be such that Bin(v2)1|w|−1c is primitive. Then P′(u′)=
P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary word
u′ = Bin(v2)1|w|−1cBin(v2):
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2. If  = , then de:ne d as follows:
d =


Bin′(v1)(h− p′(v1)) if  = and b = ;
Bin′(v1)(h− p′(v1)) if  = and b = ;
1 otherwise:
(a) If Bin′(v1)= 0|x|	1|y|, then let c=1.
(b) Otherwise, if Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 is not of the form z	z for any z, then let c∈{0; 1}
be such that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c is primitive.
(c) Otherwise, if Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 is of the form z	z for some z, then let c= Md.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = Bin′(v1)1|w|−1cBin′(v1)(H (Bin′(v1)); d):
Proof. We 3rst prove Statement 1. There exists c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v2)1|w|−1c is
primitive by Lemma 2. The equality P′(u)=P(u) holds since every local period of u
is greater than or equal to p′(u), and the equality P′(u′)=P(u′) holds trivially.
To see that P(u)⊆P(u′), 3rst note that P(Bin(v2))=P(v2), and all periods q of u
satisfy q¿p′(u). If q=p′(u), then q is a period of u′. If q¿p′(u), put q=p′(u) + r
where r¿0. Then r is a local period of v1. If  = , then h+ r¿h+ p′(v1)¿|v1|. In
this case, r is a period of v2 and hence of Bin(v2), and so q∈P(u′).
Assume then that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is minimal with this
property. Either q¡|Bin(v2)| or |Bin(v2)| + |w| − 16q¡|u|, since Bin(v2) does not
begin with 1. If q¡|Bin(v2)|, then, by the minimality of q, q is the minimal period
of u′, and Lemma 1 implies that p′(u) is a multiple of q, and so Bin(v2)1|w|−1c is
not primitive, a contradiction. If q= |Bin(v2)| + |w| − 1, then c=0. In this case, if
|w|¿1, we get Bin(v2)1= 0Bin(v2), which is impossible, and if |w|=1, we get that
Bin(v2) consists of 0’s only and therefore Bin(v2)1|w|−1c=Bin(v2)0 is not primitive.
Hence q¿|Bin(v2)| + |w| − 1, and q¿p′(u) since p′(u) =∈P(u′)\P(u). By putting
q=p′(u)+r where r¿0, we get that r is a period of Bin(v2) and hence of v2. Therefore
q∈P(u).
We now prove Statement 2 when Bin′(v1) has a hole (when Bin′(v1) is full, we have
that = and the proof is simpler). We 3rst prove Statements 2(a) and 2(b) when
Bin′(v1) begins with 0. Note that in the case of Statement 2(a) where Bin′(v1)= 0|x|	
1|y|, we have that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c=0|x|	1|y|+|w| is primitive. In the case of Statement
2(b), Lemma 6 implies that there exists c∈{0; 1} such that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c is primitive
since Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 is not of the form z	z.
Now, the equality P′(u)=P(u) holds since every local period of u is greater
than or equal to p′(u). To see that P′(u′)=P(u′), 3rst we note that the inclusion
P(u′)⊆P′(u′) clearly holds. So let q∈P′(u′). If q6|u|−p′(u), then |u′|= |u|¿p′(u)+
q¿p′(u′)+q and by Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u′); q)∈P(u′) and so gcd(p′(u′); q)∈P′(u′).
By the minimality of p′(u′), we have gcd(p′(u′); q)=p′(u′), and therefore p′(u′) di-
vides q, which implies q∈P(u′) since p′(u′)∈P(u′). If q¿|u| − p′(u), then clearly
q∈P(u′).
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To see that P(u)⊆P(u′), 3rst note that P(Bin′(v1))=P(v1), P′(Bin′(v1))=P′(v1),
and all periods q of u satisfy q¿p′(u). If q=p′(u), then q is a period of u′. If
q¿p′(u), put q=p′(u) + r where r¿0.
• If r¿h, then r is a period of v1 and hence of Bin′(v1). In this case, q∈P(u′).
• If r¡h, then r is a local period of v1 and hence of Bin′(v1). Here  = since
p′(v1)6r¡h and |v1|¿p′(v1) + r since  = . By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of
p′(v1). We have = v1(h − p′(v1))= v1(h − r)= v2(h)= b and Bin′(v1)(h − r)
=Bin′(v1)(h− p′(v1))=d=Bin′(v1)(h; d)(h), and so q∈P(u′).
Assume then that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is minimal with this
property. Either q¡|Bin′(v1)| or |Bin′(v1)|+ |w| − 16q¡|u|, since Bin′(v1) does not
begin with 1 or 	. If q¡|Bin′(v1)|, then, by the minimality of q, q is the minimal
period of u′, and Lemma 5 implies that p′(u) is a multiple of q, and so Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c
is not primitive, a contradiction. If q= |Bin′(v1)|+ |w| − 1, then c=0. In this case, if
|w|¿1 and d=0, we get Bin′(v1)1= 0Bin′(v1)(h; 0), which is impossible. If |w|¿1
and d=1, we get that Bin′(v1) looks like 0|x|	1|y| and therefore that c=1, a con-
tradiction. If |w|=1 and d=0, we get that Bin′(v1) consists of 0’s only and there-
fore that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c=Bin′(v1)0 is not primitive. And if |w|=1 and d=1, we
get an impossible situation. Therefore q¿|Bin′(v1)| + |w| − 1, and q¿p′(u) since
p′(u) =∈P(u′)\P(u). By putting q=p′(u)+ r where r¿0, we get that r is a local pe-
riod of Bin′(v1) and hence of v1. If r¿h, then q∈P(u). If r¡h, then  = and
|v1|¿p′(v1) + r. By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of p′(v1). We have Bin′(v1)(h −
r)=Bin′(v1)(h; d)(h) and so d=Bin′(v1)(h − p′(v1)). Then b=  and so v1(h −
r)= v1(h− p′(v1))= = b= v2(h) and q∈P(u).
We now prove Statements 2(a) and 2(b) and 2(c) when Bin′(v1) begins with a
hole (here = ). The case where Bin′(v1)= 	1|y| is impossible here. There exists
c∈{0; 1} such that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c is primitive since Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 cannot be of the
form z	z (otherwise z=  and v1 = 	 and Bin′(v1)= 0). The equalities P′(u)=P(u)
and P′(u′)=P(u′) hold as above, as well as the inclusion P(u)⊆P(u′). Assume
then that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is minimal with this prop-
erty. The cases q¡|Bin′(v1)| and |Bin′(v1)| + |w| − 1¡q¡|u| follow as above. If
q= |Bin′(v1)| + |w| − 1, then we consider the following cases: If |w|¿1, we get
that Bin′(v1) looks like 	1|y| which is an impossible situation (the same is true
when |w|=1 and c=1). And if |w|=1 and c=0, we get an impossible situation.
If |Bin′(v1)|6q¡|Bin′(v1)| + |w| − 1 and c=1, then we get that Bin′(v1) looks
like 	1|y| which is impossible. And if |Bin′(v1)|6q¡|Bin′(v1)| + |w| − 1 and c=0,
then we get an impossible situation or we get that Bin′(v1)1|w|−1c is not primi-
tive.
We are left to prove Statement 2(c) when Bin′(v1) begins with 0 (or when z begins
with 0). Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 is of the form z	z, and consequently Bin′(v1)= z11|w|−1	z1
for some z1 that begins with 0. If p′(v1)= |z1w|, then v1 satis3es Lemma 7(1) and
our algorithm (based on Lemma 9 in this case) returns a full binary word, a con-
tradiction. If |w|¿1 and |z1|6p′(v1)6|z1| + |w| − 1, then z1 begins with 1, a con-
tradiction. If |w|=1 and p′(v1)= |z1|, then Bin′(v1)= 0	0 and  = . Put v1 = e	e
for some letter e. We have u= v1wv2 = e	ewebe and since p′(u)= |v1w|=4, we get
b =w and (e = b or e =w). If b= , then c=1 and d=0 and u′=0	01000 satis3es
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the required properties. If b = , then c=0 and d=1 and u′=0	00010 satis3es the
required properties. If p′(v1)¡|z1|, then we argue as follows. Here both p′(v1) and
|z1|+ |w| are local periods of v1. Since |v1|¿p′(v1) + |z1|+ |w|, Theorem 2 says that
gcd(p′(v1); |z1|+ |w|)∈P(v1). But since p′(v1) is the minimal local period of v1, we
get that gcd(p′(v1); |z1|+ |w|)=p′(v1) and so p′(v1) divides |z1|+ |w|. Therefore x	
can be written as (x1e)nx1	 where n¿0, p′(v1)= |x1e|, e is a letter, and x1 is a word.
We consider the case where |w|=1 and then the case where |w|¿1. If |w|=1, then
u=(x1e)nx1	(x1e)nx1w(x1e)nx1b(x1e)nx1. Since p′(u)= |v1w|, we get b =w and (e = b
or e =w). If b= , then u′=(z2d)nz2	(z2d)nz2 Md(z2d)nz2d(z2d)nz2 for some z2. And
if b = , then u′=(z2 Md)nz2	(z2 Md)nz2 Md(z2 Md)nz2d(z2 Md)nz2 for some z2. In either case, u′
satis3es the required properties. If |w|¿1, then |x1|¿|w|. Put w=w1f and x1 = x2w2
where f is a letter, x2 is a nonempty word, and w1; w2 are words of length |w|−1. Here
u=(x2w2e)nx2w2	(x2w2e)nx2w1f(x2w2e)nx2w2b(x2w2e)nx2. Since p′(u)= |v1w|, we get
w1f =w2b and (e = b or w1f =w2e). If b= , then
u′ = (z21|w|−1d)nz21|w|−1	(z21|w|−1d)nz21|w|−1 Md
×(z21|w|−1d)nz21|w|−1d(z21|w|−1d)nz2
for some z2. And if b = , then
u′ = (z21|w|−1 Md)nz21|w|−1	(z21|w|−1 Md)nz21|w|−1 Md
×(z21|w|−1 Md)nz21|w|−1d(z21|w|−1 Md)nz2
for some z2. In either case, u′ satis3es the required properties.
Lemma 11. Let u be as in Lemma 7(2) with k =1. Assume that v1 = xay and v2 =
x	y. Assume that T (v2)= [Bin′(v2); ;  ] with H (Bin′(v2))⊆H (v2)= {h}.
1. If = , then let c∈{0; 1} be such that Bin(v1)1|w|−1c is primitive. Then P′(u′)=
P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary word
u′ = Bin(v1)1|w|−1cBin(v1):
2. If  = , then de:ne d as follows:
d =


Bin′(v2)(h+ p′(v2)) if  = and a =  ;
Bin′(v2)(h+ p′(v2)) if  = and a =  ;
0 otherwise:
Let c∈{0; 1} be such that Bin′(v2)(H (Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1c is primitive (let c=1 in
the case where Bin′(v2)= 0|x|	1|y|). Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the
binary partial word
u′ = Bin′(v2)(H (Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1cBin′(v2):
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Proof. We 3rst prove Statement 1. There exists c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v1)1|w|−1c is
primitive by Lemma 2. The equality P′(u)=P(u) holds since every local period of u
is greater than or equal to p′(u), and the equality P′(u′)=P(u′) holds trivially.
To see that P(u)⊆P(u′), 3rst note that P(Bin(v1))=P(v1), and all periods q of u
satisfy q¿p′(u). If q=p′(u), then q is a period of u′. If q¿p′(u), put q=p′(u) + r
where r¿0. Then r is a local period of v2. If = , then r¿p′(v2)¿h. In this case,
r is a period of v1 and hence of Bin(v1), and so q∈P(u′).
Assume then that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is minimal with this
property. Either q¡|Bin(v1)| or |Bin(v1)| + |w| − 16q¡|u|, since Bin(v1) does not
begin with 1. If q¡|Bin(v1)|, then, by the minimality of q, q is the minimal period of
u′, and Lemma 1 implies that p′(u) is a multiple of q, and so Bin(v1)1|w|−1c is not
primitive, a contradiction. If q= |Bin(v1)|+ |w| − 1, then c=0. In this case, if |w|¿1,
we get Bin(v1)1= 0Bin(v1), which is impossible, and if |w|=1, we get that Bin(v1)
consists of 0’s only and therefore Bin(v1)1|w|−1c=Bin(v1)0 is not primitive. Hence
q¿|Bin(v1)|+|w|−1, and q¿p′(u) since p′(u) =∈P(u′)\P(u). By putting q=p′(u)+r
where r¿0, we get that r is a period of Bin(v1) and hence of v1. Therefore q∈P(u).
We now prove Statement 2 when Bin′(v2) has a hole (when Bin′(v2) is full, we have
that  = and the proof is simpler). Note that Bin′(v2)(h; d) begins with 0 (otherwise,
h=1 and = ). Note also that in the case where Bin′(v2)= 0|x|	1|y|, we have that
Bin′(v2)(h; d)1|w|−1c=0|x|d1|y|+|w| is primitive.
As in the proof of Lemma 10, P′(u)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P(u′). To see that
P(u)⊆P(u′), 3rst note that all periods q of u satisfy q¿p′(u)= |v1w|= |Bin′(v2)(h; d)
1|w|−1c|. Clearly p′(u)∈P(u) and p′(u)∈P(u′). So put q=p′(u) + r with r¿0. We
get that r is a local period of v2 and hence r is a local period of Bin
′(v2). We consider
the case where h + r¿|v2|, and then the case where h + r6|v2|. If h + r¿|v2|, then
q∈P(u′). If h+ r6|v2|, then  = since h+p′(v2)6h+ r6|v2| and |v2|¿p′(v2)+ r
since  = . By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of p′(v2). We have v2(h + r)= v1(h) and
so  = v2(h+p′(v2))= v2(h+ r)= v1(h)= a. In this case, d=Bin′(v2)(h+p′(v2)) and
so Bin′(v2)(h+ r)=Bin′(v2)(h; d)(h) implying q∈P(u′).
To see that P(u′)⊆P(u), assume that there exists q∈P(u′)\P(u) and also that q is
minimal with this property. Either q¡|v1| or |v1|+ |w|−16q¡|u|, since Bin′(v2)(h; d)
does not begin with 1. If q¡|v1|, then, by the minimality of q, q is the mini-
mal period of u′, and Lemma 5 implies that p′(u) is a multiple of q, and so we
get a contradiction with the choice of c. If q= |v1| + |w| − 1, then c=0. In this
case, if |w|¿1 and d=1, we get Bin′(v2)(h; 1)1=0Bin′(v2), which is impossible. If
|w|¿1 and d=0, we get that Bin′(v2) looks like 0|x|	1|y| and therefore that c=1,
a contradiction. If |w|=1 and d=1, we get an impossible situation. And if |w|=1
and d=0, we get that Bin′(v2)(h; 0) consists of 0’s only and therefore that Bin′(v2)
(h; 0)1|w|−1c=Bin′(v2)(h; 0)0 is not primitive. Therefore q¿|v1|+|w|−1, and q¿p′(u)
since p′(u) =∈P(u′)\P(u). Put q=p′(u) + r where r¿0. We get that r is a local
period of Bin′(v2) and hence of v2. If h + r¿|v2|, then q∈P(u). If h + r6|v2|,
then  = and |v2|¿p′(v2) + r. By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of p′(v2). We get
Bin′(v2)(h + r)=Bin′(v2)(h; d)(h) and so d=Bin′(v2)(h + r)=Bin′(v2)(h + p′(v2)).
In this case, a=  and so v1(h)= a=  = v2(h+p′(v2))= v2(h+ r) implying q∈P(u).
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Lemma 12. Let u be as in Lemma 7(1) with k¿1. Assume that T (vwiv)= [Bin
′(vwiv),
;  ] with H (Bin′(vwiv))⊆H (vwiv)= {h}.
1. Assume that i=1.
(a) If  = , then put Bin(vwkv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wk |. Then
P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary word
u′ = (v′w′)kv′:
(b) If = and  = , then put Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′w′)(h; 	)((v′w′)(h; Md))k−1v′;
where d is de:ned as follows:
d =
{
1 if v =  and x = ;
0 otherwise:
(c) If  = and  = , then put Bin′(vwiv)=v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = v′w′((v′w′)(h; Md))k−1v′;
where d is de:ned as follows:
d =
{
Bin′(vwiv)(h− p′(vwiv)) if b = ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h− p′(vwiv)) if b = :
2. Assume that i= k.
(a) If = , then put Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |w1|. Then
P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary word
u′ = (v′w′)kv′:
(b) If  = and  = , then put Bin′(vwiv)=v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))k−1(v′w′)(h; 	)v′
where d is de:ned as follows:
d =
{
1 if v =  and y = ;
0 otherwise:
(c) If  = and  = , then put Bin′(vwiv)=v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))k−1v′w′v′;
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where d is de3ned as follows:
d =
{
Bin′(vwiv)(h+ p′(vwiv)) if a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h+ p′(vwiv)) if a =  :
3. Assume that 1¡i¡k and a= b. Put Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|=
|w1|. Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′w′)i−1(v′w′)(h; 	)(v′w′)k−iv′:
4. Assume that 1¡i¡k and a = b.
(a) If  = and  = , then put Bin(vwkv)=v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wk |,
and put d=(v′w′)(h). Then P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P′(u), for the binary
partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))i−1(v′w′)(h; 	)((v′w′)(h; Md))k−iv′:
(b) If  = and x= , then put Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |w1|,
and put d=(v′w′)(h). Then P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P′(u), for the binary
partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))i−1(v′w′)(h; 	)((v′w′)(h; Md))k−iv′:
(c) If (= and  = ) or ( = and x = ), then put Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where
|v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|. Then P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P′(u), for the binary
partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))i−1(v′w′)(h; 	)((v′w′)(h; Md))k−iv′;
where d is de:ned as follows:
d =


Bin′(vwiv)(h− p′(vwiv)) if  = and b =  and a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h− p′(vwiv)) if  = and (b =  or a =  );
Bin′(vwiv)(h+ p′(vwiv)) if  = and  = and a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h+ p′(vwiv)) if  = and  = and a =  ;
0 otherwise:
Proof. First, let us show that P′(u)=P(u) for Statements 1, 2 and 3. The inclusion
P(u)⊆P′(u) clearly holds. So let q∈P′(u). If q6|u|−p′(u), then q is a multiple of
p′(u) by Lemma 5. In this case, since p′(u)∈P(u), also q∈P(u). If q¿|u| −p′(u),
then clearly q∈P(u).
Now, let us show that P(u′)=P(u). Obviously, |u| ∈P(u) and |u| ∈P(u′).
First, consider q with q6|u| − p′(u). If q∈P(u), then Lemma 5 gives that q is a
multiple of p′(u), and therefore q∈{p′(u); 2p′(u); : : : ; (k − 1)p′(u)}. For Statements
1, 2 and 3 we get q∈P(u′) since p′(u)∈P(u′), and for Statement 4 it is impossible.
On the other hand, assume that q∈P(u′). Now, |u′|= |u|¿p′(u) + q, and thus, by
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Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u′). For Statement 1(a), since p′(u)= |v′w′|
is a multiple of gcd(p′(u); q), we get that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of v′w′v′ and hence
of vwkv. So gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u) and since q is a multiple of gcd(p′(u); q), we also get
q∈P(u). For Statement 1(c), we have that v′w′v′ has a hole and that gcd(p′(u); q) is
a period of (v′w′)(h; Md)v′. We get that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of vwkv and q∈P(u)
as above. Statement 2 is handled similarly as Statement 1, and Statement 3 as State-
ment 2(a). For Statement 4, since p′(u)= |v′w′| is a multiple of gcd(p′(u); q), we
get that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of both (v′w′)(h; d)v′ and (v′w′)(h; Md)v′. We get
gcd(p′(u); q)=p′(u) which is impossible.
Second, consider q with |u| − p′(u)¡q¡|u|, and put q=(k − 1)p′(u) + r where
|v|¡r¡p′(u) + |v|. For Statement 3, q∈P(u) if and only if r ∈P(vw1v) if and only
if r ∈P(v′w′v′) if and only if q∈P(u′).
We now prove that q∈P(u) if and only if q∈P(u′) for Statement 1 (this is proved
similarly for Statement 2). For Statement 1(a), q∈P(u) if and only if r ∈P(vwkv) if
and only if r ∈P(v′w′v′) if and only if q∈P(u′). For Statements 1(b) and 1(c),
if q∈P(u), then the conditions of Lemma 8(1)(a)(c) hold. Here r ∈P′(vwiv) by
Lemma 8(1)(a). We consider the following two cases:
Case 1: r¡h.
We have |v|¡r¡h and so x =  (otherwise |vx|¡r¡h which is impossible since
h= |vx|+ 1). Here  = since p′(vwiv)6r¡h. Here |vwiv|¿p′(vwiv) + r (otherwise
|vwiv|¡p′(vwiv) + r¡p′(vwiv) + h and  = , a contradiction). By Lemma 5, r is a
multiple of p′(vwiv). Since i = k, we have (vwiv)(h − r)= b by Lemma 8(1)(c) and
so b=(vwiv)(h−r)= (vwiv)(h−p′(vwiv))= . For Statement 1(c), we get (v′w′v′)(h−
r)= Md since d=(v′w′v′)(h− p′(vwiv)) and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(1).
Case 2: r¿h.
For Statement 1(b), we have r ∈P(v′w′v′). We conclude that r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)
and q∈P(u′). For Statement 1(c), we have r ∈P′(v′w′v′) and the result follows by
Lemma 8(1).
The cases r¿h and r¡h are handled similarly as above in order to show that if
q∈P(u′) then q∈P(u). Note that for Statement 1(b), we have that r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)
v′). If v′w′v′ has a hole, we get r ∈P′(v′w′v′)=P′(vwiv). If v′w′v′ is full, then
r ∈P((v′w′)(h; d)v′). So r ∈P(v′w′v′) by the de3nition of d. Hence r ∈P′(vwiv). For
Statement 1(c), we have that r ∈P′(v′w′v′)=P′(vwiv).
For Statement 4, we 3rst show that if q∈P(u) then q∈P(u′). If q∈P(u), then
the three conditions of Lemma 8(1) hold. Here r ∈P′(vwiv) by Lemma 8(1)(a). We
consider the following six cases:
Case 3: h+ r¿|vwiv| and r¿h.
For Statement 4(a), r is a period of vwkv and hence of Bin(vwkv)= v′w′v′, and so
r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′) and q∈P(u′). For Statement 4(b), r is a period of vw1v and
the result follows similarly. For Statement 4(c), we get r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′) since
r ∈P′(v′w′v′).
Case 4: h+ r6|vwiv| and r¿h and |vwiv|¿p′(vwiv) + r.
Here |vwiv|¿p′(vwiv) + r¿p′(vwiv) + h, and so  = . By Lemma 5, r is a mul-
tiple of p′(vwiv). Since i =1, we have (vwiv)(h + r)= a by Lemma 8(1)(b) and so
a=(vwiv)(h + r)= (vwiv)(h + p′(vwiv))=  . For Statement 4(c) with = , we get
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((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h + r)=d since d=(v′w′v′)(h + p′(vwiv))= (v′w′v′)(h + r), and so
q∈P(u′). For Statement 4(c) with  = , we consider the case where b=  and then
the case where b = . If b= , then = b = a=  and d=(v′w′v′)(h− p′(vwiv)), and
so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h+r)=d since d=(v′w′v′)(h+p′(vwiv))= (v′w′v′)(h+r). If b = ,
then d=(v′w′v′)(h− p′(vwiv)). In this case, p′(vwiv)= gcd(p′(vwiv); r)∈P(vwiv)=
P(v′w′v′). We get d=(v′w′v′)(h−p′(vwiv))= (v′w′v′)(h+p′(vwiv))= (v′w′v′)(h+ r)
and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h+r)=d. For Statement 4(b), we get that r is a period of vw1v
and hence of v′w′v′ and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h+ r)= (v′w′v′)(h+ r)= (v′w′v′)(h)=d.
Case 5: h+ r¿|vwiv| and r¡h and |vwiv|¿p′(vwiv) + r.
We have |v|¡r¡h and so x =  (otherwise |vx|¡r¡h which is impossible since
h= |vx| + 1). Here  = since p′(vwiv)6r¡h. By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of
p′(vwiv). Since i = k, we have (vwiv)(h− r)= b by Lemma 8(1)(c) and so b=(vwiv)
(h − r)= (vwiv)(h − p′(vwiv))= . For Statement 4(a), we get that r is a period
of vwkv and hence of (v′w′)(h; Md)v′= v′w′v′ and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h − r)= Md since
(v′w′v′)(h− r)= (v′w′v′)(h)= Md. For Statement 4(c), we get ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h− r)= Md
since d=(v′w′v′)(h− p′(vwiv)).
Case 6: h+ r6|vwiv| and r¡h.
We have |v|¡r¡h and so x =  (otherwise |vx|¡r¡h which is impossible since
h= |vx|+ 1). Here |vwiv|¿p′(vwiv) + r (otherwise, r + p′(vwiv)¡h+ p′(vwiv)6h+
r6|vwiv|¡p′(vwiv) + r, a contradiction). By Lemma 5, r is a multiple of p′(vwiv).
We have  = since p′(vwiv)6r¡h, and  = since h + p′(vwiv)6h + r6|vwiv|.
Since i =1, we have (vwiv)(h + r)= a by Lemma 8(1)(b) and so a=(vwiv)(h +
r)= (vwiv)(h+p′(vwiv))=  . Since i = k, we have (vwiv)(h−r)= b by Lemma 8(1)(c)
and so b=(vwiv)(h− r)= (vwiv)(h−p′(vwiv))= . Then  = a = b=  and for State-
ment 4(c), we get ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h + r)=d and ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h − r)= Md since
d=(v′w′v′)(h− p′(vwiv)) and the result follows.
Case 7: h+ r6|vwiv| and r¿h and |vwiv|¡p′(vwiv) + r.
Here = since h+r6|vwiv|¡p′(vwiv)+r and so h¡p′(vwiv), but  = since h+
p′(vwiv)6h+r6|vwiv|. Since i =1, we have (vwiv)(h+r)= a by Lemma 8(1)(b). For
Statement 4(b), we get that r is a period of vw1v and hence of (v′w′)(h; d)v′= v′w′v′,
and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)(h + r)= (v′w′v′)(h + r)= (v′w′v′)(h)=d. For Statement 4(c),
we get that r is a period of vw1v and hence of (v′w′)(h; d)v′, and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)
(h+ r)= ((v′w′)(h; d)v′)(h+ r)= ((v′w′)(h; d)v′)(h)=d.
Case 8: h+ r¿|vwiv| and r¡h and |vwiv|¡p′(vwiv) + r.
Here  = since |vwiv|¡p′(vwiv)+r¡p′(vwiv)+h, but  = since p′(vwiv)6r¡h.
Since i = k, we have (vwiv)(h− r)= b by Lemma 8(1)(c). For Statement 4(a), we get
that r is a period of vwkv and hence of (v′w′)(h; Md)v′= v′w′v′, and so ((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)
(h− r)= (v′w′v′)(h− r)= (v′w′v′)(h)= Md.
We show similarly that if q∈P(u′) then q∈P(u). Note that for Statement 4(a), we
have that r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′) and also r ∈P((v′w′)(h; Md)v′)=P(v′w′v′). It follows
that r ∈P(vwkv) and r∈P′(vwiv). For Statement 4(b), we have that r∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)
v′) and also r ∈P((v′w′)(h; d)v′)=P(v′w′v′). It follows that r ∈P(vw1v) and r ∈P′
(vwiv). For Statement 4(c) when v′w′v′ has a hole, we have that r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′)
=P′(v′w′v′)=P′(vwiv). When v′w′v′ has no hole, we have that = . In this case,
if  = , then r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′) and r ∈P((v′w′)(h; 0)v′) and r ∈P((v′w′)(h; 1)v′),
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and so r ∈P(v′w′v′) and r ∈P′(vwiv). If  = , then r ∈P′((v′w′)(h; 	)v′) and
r ∈P((v′w′)(h; d)v′). So r ∈P(v′w′v′) by the de3nition of d. Hence r ∈P′(vwiv).
Last, let us show that P′(u′)=P′(u). Obviously, |u| ∈P′(u) and |u| ∈P′(u′). Note
that p′(u)= |vw1|= · · · = |vwk |= |v′w′| and so p′(u) ∈ P′(u) and p′(u)∈P′(u′).
Consider q with q6|u| −p′(u). If q∈P′(u), then Lemma 5 gives that q is a multi-
ple of p′(u), and therefore q∈{p′(u); 2p′(u); : : : ; (k−1)p′(u)}. We get q∈P′(u′) (for
Statement 4, we get q=p′(u)). On the other hand, if q∈P′(u′), then |u′|=|u|¿p′(u)+
q, and thus, by Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u′). Since P(u′)=P(u)
⊆P′(u), we get that gcd(p′(u); q)∈P′(u). By the minimality of p′(u), we have
gcd(p′(u); q)=p′(u), and therefore p′(u) divides q. We get q∈P′(u) (for Statement
4, we get q=p′(u)).
Now, consider q with |u| − p′(u)¡q¡|u|, and put q=(k − 1)p′(u) + r where
|v|¡r¡p′(u) + |v|. We show that P′(u)⊆P′(u′) (the inclusion P′(u′)⊆P′(u) is
proved similarly). If q∈P′(u), then q∈P(u). Since P(u)=P(u′), we get that q∈P(u′)
and hence q∈P′(u′).
Lemma 13. Let u be as in Lemma 7(2) with k¿1.
1. Assume that i=1. Put Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|= |w|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = v′′(w′v′)k :
2. Assume that i=k+1. Put Bin′(vi−1wvi)=v′w′v′′ where |v′|=|v′′|=|vi| and |w′|= |w|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′w′)kv′′:
3. Assume that 1¡i¡k+1 and a= b. Assume that T (vi)= [Bin
′(vi); ;  ] with H (Bin′
(vi))⊆H (vi)= {h}.
(a) If = , then put Bin′(vi−1wvi)= v′w′v′′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|= |w|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′w′)i−1v′(h; 	)(w′v′)k−i+1:
(b) If  = , then put Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|= |w|.
Then P′(u′)=P(u′)=P(u)=P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′w′)i−1v′(h; 	)(w′v′)k−i+1:
4. Assume that 1¡i¡k+1 and a = b. Assume that T (vi)= [Bin′(vi); ;  ] with H (Bin′
(vi))⊆H (vi)= {h}.
(a) If (= and  = and a=  ) or x= , then put Bin′(vi−1wvi)= v′w′v′′ where
|v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|=|w|, and put d=v′(h). Then P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=
P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′(h; d)w′)i−1v′(h; 	)(w′v′(h; Md))k−i+1:
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(b) If ( = or  = or a =  ) and x = , then put Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′ where
|v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|=|w|, and put d=v′(h). Then P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=
P′(u), for the binary partial word
u′ = (v′(h; d)w′)i−1v′(h; 	)(w′v′(h; Md))k−i+1:
Proof. For Statements 1, 2, and 3, the equality P′(u)=P(u) is proved as in Lemma
12. For Statements 1, 2, 3, and 4, the equality P′(u′)=P′(u) follows as in Lemma
12 once the equality P(u′)=P(u) is proved.
First, let us show the equality P(u′)=P(u) for Statement 2 (Statement 1 is sim-
ilar but uses Lemma 8(2)(a) instead of Lemma 8(2)(b)). The case where q∈P(u)
with q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as in Lemma 12. The case where q∈P(u′) with
q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as follows. We have |u′|= |u|¿p′(u) + q, and thus, by
Theorem 1 or Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u′). Since p′(u)= |v′w′| is a multiple
of gcd(p′(u); q), we also have that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of v′w′v′′ and hence of
vi−1wvi. So gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u) and since q is a multiple of gcd(p′(u); q), we also
get q∈P(u).
The case where |u| −p′(u)¡q¡|u| is proved as follows. Here q=(k − 1)p′(u) + r
with |vi|¡r¡p′(u) + |vi|. By Lemma 8(2)(b), q∈P(u) if and only if r ∈
P′(vi−1wvi)=P′(v′w′v′′) which, by Lemma 4 or Lemma 8(2)(b), is equivalent with
q∈P(u′).
Now, let us show the equality P(u′)=P(u) for Statement 3. Again, the case where
q∈P(u) with q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as in Lemma 12. The case where q∈P(u′)
with q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as follows. We have |u′|= |u|¿p′(u) + q, and thus,
by Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u′). For Statement 3(a), since p′(u)= |v′w′| is a
multiple of gcd(p′(u); q), we also have that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of v′w′v′ and
hence of v′w′v′′ and of vi−1wvi. So gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u) and since q is a multiple of
gcd(p′(u); q), we also get q∈P(u). The result follows similarly for Statement 3(b).
The case where q∈P(u) with |u| − p′(u)¡q¡|u| is proved as follows (we show
similarly the case where q∈P(u′) with |u|−p′(u)¡q¡|u|). Here q=(k−1)p′(u)+ r
with |vi|¡r¡p′(u) + |vi|. For Statement 3(a), the two conditions of Lemma 8(2)(b)
hold. Here r ∈P′(vi−1wvi) and hence r ∈P′(v′w′v′′) and r ∈P′(v′w′v′(h; 	)). If r¿h+
p′(u), then q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(b). If r¡h+p′(u), then (vi−1wvi)(h+p′(u)−
r)= b by Lemma 8(2)(b)(ii). We consider the case where r=p′(u), the case where
r¿p′(u), and then the case where r¡p′(u). If r=p′(u), then (v′w′v′(h; 	))(h+p′(u)−
p′(u))= v′(h) and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(b). If r¿p′(u), then r − p′(u) is a lo-
cal period of vi and so r − p′(u)¿p′(vi). Since r¡h + p′(u), we get r − p′(u)¡h.
Since = , we get r − p′(u)¡h6p′(vi) which yields a contradiction. If r¡p′(u),
then p′(u) − r is a local period of vi and so p′(vi)6p′(u) − r. If h + p′(u) −
r6|vi|, then vi−1(h)= a= b=(vi−1wvi)(h + p′(u) − r)= vi−1(h + p′(u) − r) and so
v′(h)= v′(h+p′(u)−r). We conclude that (v′w′v′(h; 	))(h+p′(u)−r)= v′(h+p′(u)−
r)= v′(h), and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(b). If h+p′(u)− r¿|vi|, then (vi−1wvi)(h+
p′(u)− r)= b= a= vi−1(h) and so (v′w′v′(h; 	))(h+ p′(u)− r)= v′(h) as desired.
For Statement 3(b), the two conditions of Lemma 8(2)(a) hold. Here r∈P′(viwvi+1)
and hence r ∈P′(v′′w′v′) and r ∈P′(v′(h; 	)w′v′). If h+r¿|viwvi+1|, then q∈P(u′) by
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Lemma 8(2)(a). If h + r6|viwvi+1|, then (viwvi+1)(h + r)= a by Lemma 8(2)(a)(ii).
We consider the case where r=p′(u), the case where r¿p′(u), and then the case
where r¡p′(u). If r=p′(u), then (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h + p′(u))= v′(h) and q∈P(u′) by
Lemma 8(2)(a). If r¿p′(u), then r − p′(u) is a local period of vi and so r −
p′(u)¿p′(vi). Since h + r6|viwvi+1|, we get h + r − p′(u)6|vi|. We deduce that
h+p′(vi)6h+ r −p′(u)6|vi| and so  = and v′′= v′(h; 	). We have vi+1(h)= a=
(viwvi+1)(h+r)= (viwvi+1)(h+r−p′(u)+p′(u))= vi+1(h+r−p′(u)) and so v′(h)= v′
(h+r−p′(u)). We get (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h+r)= (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h+r−p′(u)+p′(u))= v′(h+
r − p′(u))= v′(h) and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(a). If r¡p′(u), then p′(u) − r
is a local period of vi and so p′(u)− r¿p′(vi). If h+ r−p′(u)¿0, then vi+1(h)= a=
(viwvi+1)(h+r)= (viwvi+1)(h+r−p′(u)+p′(u))= vi+1(h+r−p′(u))= vi+1(h−(p′(u)−
r)) and so v′(h)= v′(h − (p′(u) − r)). We get (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h + r)= (v′(h; 	)w′v′)
(h+ r−p′(u) +p′(u))= v′(h+ r−p′(u))= v′(h− (p′(u)− r))= v′(h), and q∈P(u′)
by Lemma 8(2)(a). If h + r − p′(u)60, then (viwvi+1)(h + r)= a= b= vi+1(h) and
so (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h+ r)= v′(h) as desired.
Now, let us show the equality P(u′)=P(u) for Statement 4. Again, the case where
q∈P(u) with q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as in Lemma 12. The case where q∈P(u′)
with q6|u| − p′(u) is proved as follows. We have |u′|= |u|¿p′(u) + q, and thus, by
Theorem 2, gcd(p′(u); q)∈P(u′). Since p′(u)= |v′w′| is a multiple of gcd(p′(u); q),
we also have that gcd(p′(u); q) is a period of v′(h; d)w′v′(h; Md) which is impossible.
The case where q∈P(u) with |u|−p′(u)¡q¡|u| is proved as follows (we show sim-
ilarly the case where q∈P(u′) with |u|−p′(u)¡q¡|u|). Here q=(k−1)p′(u)+r with
|vi|¡r¡p′(u)+|vi|. For Statement 4(b), the two conditions of Lemma 8(2)(a) hold. In
particular, r ∈P′(viwvi+1) and hence r ∈P′(v′′w′v′) and r ∈P′(v′(h; 	)w′v′(h; Md)). If
h+ r¿|viwvi+1|, then q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(a). If h+ r6|viwvi+1|, then r =p′(u)
(otherwise, a= b a contradiction). We consider the case where r¿p′(u) and then
the case where r¡p′(u). If r¿p′(u), then r − p′(u) is a local period of vi and
so r − p′(u)¿p′(vi). Since h + r6|viwvi+1|, we get h + r − p′(u)6|vi|. We de-
duce that h + p′(vi)6h + r − p′(u)6|vi| and so  = . We have (viwvi+1)(h +
r)= a by Lemma 8(2)(a)(ii), and so vi+1(h)= b = a=(viwvi+1)(h+ r)= (viwvi+1)(h+
r − p′(u) + p′(u))= vi+1(h + r − p′(u)) and v′(h) = v′(h + r − p′(u)). We conclude
that (v′(h; 	)w′v′(h; Md))(h + r)= (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h + r)= (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h + r − p′(u) +
p′(u))= v′(h+ r − p′(u))= v′(h)=d, and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(a). If r¡p′(u),
then p′(u) − r is a local period of vi and so p′(u) − r¿p′(vi). If h + r − p′(u)¿0,
then vi+1(h)= b = a=(viwvi+1)(h+ r)= (viwvi+1)(h+ r−p′(u)+p′(u))= vi+1(h+ r−
p′(u))= vi+1(h− (p′(u)− r)) and so v′(h) = v′(h− (p′(u)− r)). We get (v′(h; 	)w′v′
(h; Md))(h+r)= (v′(h; 	)w′v′)(h+r−p′(u)+p′(u))= v′(h+r−p′(u))= v′(h−(p′(u)−
r))= v′(h)=d, and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(a). If h+r−p′(u)60, then we argue as
follows. If ( = or  = or a =  ) and x = , then (viwvi+1)(h+ r)= a = b= vi+1(h)
and so (v′(h; 	)w′v′(h; Md))(h+ r)= v′(h; Md)(h)=d as desired.
For Statement 4(a), the two conditions of Lemma 8(2)(b) hold. In particular, r ∈P′
(vi−1wvi) and hence r ∈P′(v′w′v′′) and r ∈P′(v′(h; d)w′v′(h; 	)). If r¿h+p′(u), then
q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(b). If r¡h + p′(u), then (vi−1wvi)(h + p′(u) − r)= b by
Lemma 8(2)(b)(ii). Here r =p′(u) (otherwise, q= kp′(u) and q =∈P(u)). If r¿p′(u),
then the result follows as in Statement 3(a). If r¡p′(u), then p′(u)−r is a local period
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of vi and so p′(vi)6p′(u)−r. If h+p′(u)−r6|vi|, then vi−1(h)= a = b=(vi−1wvi)(h+
p′(u) − r)= vi−1(h + p′(u) − r) and so v′(h) = v′(h + p′(u) − r). We conclude that
(v′(h; d)w′v′(h; 	))(h+p′(u)−r)= (v′w′v′(h; 	))(h+p′(u)−r)= v′(h+p′(u)−r)= v′(h)
= Md, and q∈P(u′) by Lemma 8(2)(b). If h + p′(u) − r¿|vi|, then we argue as fol-
lows. If = and  = and a=  , then (vi−1wvi)(h+p′(u)− r)= b = a=  = vi(h+
p′(vi)) and so (vi−1wvi)(h+ p′(u)− r) = vi−1(h) and (v′(h; d)w′v′(h; 	))(h+ p′(u)−
r)= v′(h)= Md as desired. If x= , then (vi−1wvi)(h+ p′(u)− r)= b = a= vi−1(h) and
so (v′(h; d)w′v′(h; 	))(h + p′(u) − r) = v′(h). We get (v′(h; d)w′v′(h; 	))(h + p′(u) −
r)= v′(h)= Md as desired.
Theorem 4. For every partial word u with one hole over an alphabet A, there exists
a partial word v of length |u| over the alphabet {0; 1} such that v does not begin
with 1, H (v)⊆H (u), P(v)=P(u), and P′(v)=P′(u).
Proof. The proof is by induction on |u|. For |u|63, the result is obvious. Assume that
the result holds for all partial words with one hole of length less than or equal to n¿3.
First, assume that u is as in Lemma 7(1) with |u|= n + 1. For k =1, the word
Bin(v) satis3es P(Bin(v))=P(v). If Bin(v)= , then v=  and u′=01|u|−1 satis-
3es P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P′(u), since, in this case, P(u)=P′(u)= {|u|}. If
Bin(v) = , then Bin(v) begins with 0. By Lemma 2, there exists c∈{0; 1} such that
Bin(v)1|w1|−1c is primitive. By Lemma 9, the word u′=Bin(v)1|w1|−1cBin(v) satis3es
P(u′)=P(u) and P′(u′)=P′(u). For k¿1, the result follows by Lemma 12. We have
|vwiv|6n and, by the inductive hypothesis, there exists a partial word Bin′(vwiv) over
the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(vwiv) begins with 0 or 	, H (Bin′(vwiv))⊆H (vwiv)=
{h}, P(Bin′(vwiv))=P(vwiv), and P′(Bin′(vwiv))=P′(vwiv). Consider for instance
the case where 1¡i¡k and a = b and  vwiv = and x = . By the inductive hypothesis,
there exist v′ and w′ over the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′, |v′|= |v|
and |w′|= |wi|. The partial word
u′ = ((v′w′)(h; d))i−1(v′w′)(h; 	)((v′w′)(h; Md))k−iv′;
where d is de3ned as in Lemma 12(4)(c) satis3es the desired properties. In particular,
u′ begins with 0. To see this, since x =  we have h¿1, and since v′w′v′ begins with
0 the result follows. The other cases are handled similarly.
Now, assume that u is as in Lemma 7(2) with |u|= n + 1. For k =1, 3rst say
v1 = x	y and v2 = xby (here u= x	ywxby). We have |v1|6n and, by the inductive hy-
pothesis, there exists a partial word Bin′(v1) over the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(v1)
begins with 0 or 	, H (Bin′(v1))⊆H (v1), P(Bin′(v1))=P(v1), and P′(Bin′(v1))=
P′(v1). If  v1 = , then Lemma 10(2) shows the existence of binary numbers c and
d such that the partial word u′=Bin′(v1)1|w|−1cBin′(v1)(H (Bin′(v1)); d) satis3es the
desired properties. If  v1 = , then the result follows by Lemma 10(1).
Now say v1 = xay and v2 = x	y (here u= xaywx	y). We have |v2|6n and, by the
inductive hypothesis, there exists a partial word Bin′(v2) over the alphabet {0; 1}
such that Bin′(v2) does not begin with 1, H (Bin′(v2))⊆H (v2), P(Bin′(v2))=P(v2),
and P′(Bin′(v2))=P′(v2). We 3rst consider the case where v2 = . In this case,
H (Bin′(v2)) = {1}. For d de3ned as in Lemma 11(2), by Lemma 2, there exists
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c∈{0; 1} such that Bin′(v2)(H (Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1c is primitive (put c=1 if Bin′(v2)
= 0|x| 	 1|y| in which case x = ). By Lemma 11(2), the partial word u′=Bin′(v2)(H
(Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1cBin′(v2) satis3es the desired properties. The case where v2 =
follows from Lemma 11(1).
For k¿1, the result follows by Lemma 13. For the case where 1¡i¡k+1 and a = b
for instance, by Lemma 13(4), we have |vi|6n and, by the inductive hypothesis, there
exists a partial word Bin′(vi) over the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(vi) begins with 0
or 	, H (Bin′(vi))⊆H (vi)= {h}, P(Bin′(vi))=P(vi), and P′(Bin′(vi))=P′(vi). Con-
sider for instance the case where (vi = or  vi = or a =  vi) and x = . Then by
Lemma 13(4)(b), since |viwvi+1|6n, by the inductive hypothesis, there exist v′; w′,
and v′′ over the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′, |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and
|w′|= |w|, v′′w′v′ begins with 0, H (v′′w′v′)⊆H (viwvi+1)={h}, P(v′′w′v′)=P(viwvi+1),
and P′(v′′w′v′)=P′(viwvi+1). The partial word
u′ = (v′(h; d)w′)i−1v′(h; 	)(w′v′(h; Md))k−i+1;
where d= v′(h) satis3es the desired properties. In particular, u′ begins with 0 since
h =1 and v′ begins with 0.
6. Our algorithm
We now describe our algorithm.
Algorithm 2. Let A be an alphabet not containing the special symbol . Given as input
a partial word u with one hole over A, put H (u)= {h} where 16h6|u|. The following
algorithm computes a triple T (u)= [Bin′(u); u;  u], where Bin′(u) is a partial word of
length |u| over the alphabet {0; 1} such that Bin′(u) does not begin with 1, where
H (Bin′(u))⊆{h}, where P(Bin′(u))=P(u) and P′(Bin′(u))=P′(u), and where
u =
{
if h− p′(u)¡1;
u(h− p′(u)) otherwise;
and
 u =
{
if h+ p′(u)¿|u|;
u(h+ p′(u)) otherwise:
Moreover, if P(u) =P′(u), then H (Bin′(u))= {h} and u= u(h−p′(u)) = u(h+p′(u))
=  u. Also, if u = and  u = , then H (Bin′(u))= {h}.
Find the minimal local period p′(u) of u. If p′(u)= |u|, then output T (u)= [01|u|−1,
; ]. If p′(u) = |u|, then 3nd partial words satisfying Lemma 7(1) or Lemma 7(2).
1. If the partial words found satisfy Lemma 7(1), then do one of the following:
(a) If k =1, then compute Bin(v), 3nd c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v)1|w1|−1c is prim-
itive, and output
T (u) = [Bin(v)1|w1|−1cBin(v); ; ]:
(b) If k¿1, then compute T (vwiv)= [Bin
′(vwiv); ;  ] and compute h′= h −
(i − 1)p′(u). Then do one of the following:
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(i) If i=1, then do one of the following:
A. If  = , then compute Bin(vwkv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |wk |. Then output
T (u) = [(v′w′)kv′; ; b]:
B. If = and  = , then compute Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |wi|. Find d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =
{
1 if v =  and x = ;
0 otherwise;
and output
T (u) = [(v′w′)(h′; 	)((v′w′)(h′; Md))k−1v′; ; b]:
C. If  = and  = , then compute Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |wi|. Find d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =
{
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ − p′(vwiv)) if b = ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ − p′(vwiv)) if b = ;
and output
T (u) = [v′w′((v′w′)(h′; Md))k−1v′; ; b]:
(ii) If i= k, then do one of the following:
A. If = , then compute Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|=
|w1|. Then output
T (u) = [(v′w′)kv′; a; ]:
B. If  = and  = , then compute Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |wi|. Find d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =
{
1 if v =  and y = ;
0 otherwise;
and output
T (u) = [((v′w′)(h′; d))k−1(v′w′)(h′; 	)v′; a; ]:
C. If  = and  = , then compute Bin′(vwiv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |wi|. Find d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =
{
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ + p′(vwiv)) if a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ + p′(vwiv)) if a =  ;
and output
T (u) = [((v′w′)(h′; d))k−1v′w′v′; a; ]:
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(iii) If 1¡i¡k and a= b, then compute Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |w1|. Then output
T (u) = [(v′w′)i−1(v′w′)(h′; 	)(v′w′)k−iv′; a; b]:
(iv) If 1¡i¡k and a = b, then do one of the following:
A. If  = and  = , then compute Bin(vwkv)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v|
and |w′|= |wk |, and put d=(v′w′)(h′). Then output
T (u) = [((v′w′)(h′; d))i−1(v′w′)(h′; 	)((v′w′)(h′; Md))k−iv′; a; b]:
B. If  = and x= , then compute Bin(vw1v)= v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and
|w′|= |w1|, and put d=(v′w′)(h′). Then output
T (u) = [((v′w′)(h′; d))i−1(v′w′)(h′; 	)((v′w′)(h′; Md))k−iv′; a; b]:
C. If (= and  = ) or ( = and x = ), then compute Bin′(vwiv)=
v′w′v′ where |v′|= |v| and |w′|= |wi|. Find d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =


Bin′(vwiv)(h′ − p′(vwiv)) if  = and b =  and a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ − p′(vwiv)) if  = and (b =  or a =  );
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ + p′(vwiv)) if  = and  = and a =  ;
Bin′(vwiv)(h′ + p′(vwiv)) if  = and  = and a =  ;
0 otherwise;
and output
T (u) = [((v′w′)(h′; d))i−1(v′w′)(h′; 	)((v′w′)(h′; Md))k−iv′; a; b]:
2. If the partial words found satisfy Lemma 7(2), then do one of the following:
(a) If k =1, then do one of the following:
(i) If v1 = x	y and v2 = xby, compute T (v1)= [Bin′(v1); ;  ].
A. If  = , then compute Bin(v2), 3nd c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v2)1|w|−1c
is primitive, and output
T (u) = [Bin(v2)1|w|−1cBin(v2); ; b]:
B. If  = , then 3nd d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =


Bin′(v1)(h− p′(v1)) if  = and b = ;
Bin′(v1)(h− p′(v1)) if  = and b = ;
1 otherwise:
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Find c∈{0; 1} as follows. If Bin′(v1)= 0|x|	1|y|, let c=1. Otherwise, if
Bin′(v1)1|w|−1 is not of the form z	z, then let c be such that Bin′(v1)
1|w|−1c is primitive. Otherwise, let c= Md. Then output
T (u) = [Bin′(v1)1|w|−1cBin′(v1)(H (Bin′(v1)); d); ; b]:
(ii) If v1 = xay and v2 = x	y, compute T (v2)= [Bin′(v2); ;  ]. Compute
h′= h− p′(u).
A. If = , then compute Bin(v1), 3nd c∈{0; 1} such that Bin(v1)1|w|−1c
is primitive, and output
T (u) = [Bin(v1)1|w|−1cBin(v1); a; ]:
B. If  = , then 3nd d∈{0; 1} as follows:
d =


Bin′(v2)(h′ + p′(v2)) if  = and a =  ;
Bin′(v2)(h′ + p′(v2)) if  = and a =  ;
0 otherwise:
Find c∈{0; 1} as follows. If Bin′(v2)= 0|x|	1|y|, let c=1. Otherwise, let
c be such that Bin′(v2)(H (Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1c is primitive. Then output
T (u) = [Bin′(v2)(H (Bin′(v2)); d)1|w|−1cBin′(v2); a; ]:
(b) If k¿1, then do one of the following:
(i) If i=1, compute Bin′(viwvi+1)=v′′w′v′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|=|w|,
and output
T (u) = [v′′(w′v′)k ; ; b]:
(ii) If i= k + 1, compute Bin′(vi−1wvi)= v′w′v′′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and
|w′|= |w|, and output
T (u) = [(v′w′)kv′′; a; ]:
(iii) If 1¡i¡k + 1 and a= b, compute T (vi)= [Bin
′(vi); ;  ] and compute
h′= h− (i − 1)p′(u). Then do one of the following:
A. If = , compute Bin′(vi−1wvi)= v′w′v′′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|
= |w|, and output
T (u) = [(v′w′)i−1v′(h′; 	)(w′v′)k−i+1; a; b]:
B. If  = , compute Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′ where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|
= |w|, and output
T (u) = [(v′w′)i−1v′(h′; 	)(w′v′)k−i+1; a; b]:
(iv) If 1¡i¡k + 1 and a = b, compute T (vi)= [Bin′(vi); ;  ], and compute
h′= h− (i − 1)p′(u). Then do one of the following:
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A. If (= and  = and a=  ) or x= , compute Bin′(vi−1wvi)= v′w′v′′
where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|= |w|, and put d= v′(h′). Then output
T (u) = (v′(h′; d)w′)i−1v′(h′; 	)(w′v′(h′; Md))k−i+1; a; b]:
B. If ( = or  = or a =  ) and x = , compute Bin′(viwvi+1)= v′′w′v′
where |v′|= |v′′|= |vi| and |w′|= |w|, and put d= v′(h′). Then output
T (u) = [(v′(h′; d)w′)i−1v′(h′; 	)(w′v′(h′; Md))k−i+1; a; b]:
We now give a few examples.
Example 2. (1) If u= abb	cbb, then T (u)= [0111111; ; ]. Both u and Bin′(u) have
only the period 7 and the local period 7.
(2) If u=(abb)(c	ca)(abb)=vw1v, then T (u)= [0111111011; ; ]. Both u and
Bin′(u) have only the periods 7, 10 and the local periods 7, 10. This example
illustrates item 1(a).
(3) If u=(abcdabfdabfd)(abcd)(abcdab	dabfd)(abcd)(abcdabcdabfd)=v1wv2
wv3, then
T (v2) = [010101	10111; c; f]
and T (u)= [0101011101111111010101	101111111010101010111; f; c]. Both u and
Bin′(u) have only the periods 36, 44 and the local periods 16, 36, 44. This exam-
ple illustrates Item 2(b)(iv)(B).
(4) If u=(abcdabedabcd)(ab	dabedabcd)(abedabedabcd)=w1w2w3, then
T (w2) = [011111110111; ; c]
and T (u)= [01111111011101	111110111010111110111; c; e]. Both u and Bin′(u) have
only the periods 32, 36 and the local periods 12, 32, 36. This example illustrates Item
1(b)(iv)(C).
(5) If u=(adabc)(d)(	dabc)(d)(adabc)= v1wv2wv3, then
T (v1wv2) = [01111101111; a; ]
and T (u)= [011111	1111101111; a; a]. Both u and Bin′(u) have only the periods 6,
12, 17 and the local periods 6, 12, 17. This example illustrates Item 2(b)(iii)(A).
The correctness of our algorithm follows from the proof of Theorem 4. We now
consider the complexity of our algorithm.
Theorem 5. Algorithm 2 runs in linear time and therefore is optimal.
Proof. Let us 3rst compute the complexity of the main functions of Algorithm 2.
• Compute the minimal local period: Let us consider 3nding the minimal local period
of a partial word with one hole. Halava et al. [10] showed how a linear pattern
matching algorithm can be easily adapted to compute the minimal period of a given
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word u. Given words v and w, their algorithm 3nds the leftmost occurrence, if any, of
v as a factor of w. The comparisons done by their algorithm are of the type a ?= b, for
letters a and b. Their algorithm can be easily adapted to compute p′(u) for a partial
word u with one hole by overloading the comparison operator in a ?= b to return all
comparisons of the special symbol 	 with any letter a or b as true. (For example,
both 	 ?= b and a ?= 	 returns true for all letters a and b in the alphabet A, while a ?= b
only returns true if both a and b are the same symbol.) Overloading the operator
does not change the time complexity of the algorithm any more than by a constant
factor. Thus, the computing of p′(u) can be performed in linear time.
• Find partial words satisfying Lemma 7: Finding a positive integer k and partial
words v; w1; w2; : : : ; wk satisfying Lemma 7(1) (respectively, 3nding a positive in-
teger k and partial words w; v1; v2; : : : ; vk+1 satisfying Lemma 7(2)) is performed
in linear time, since we know that p′(u)= |vw1|= |vw2|= · · ·= |vwk | (respectively,
p′(u)= |v1w|= |v2w|= · · · = |vkw|= |vk+1w|) from computing the minimal local pe-
riod as described above.
• Test for primitivity: It is well known that primitivity can be tested in linear time for
binary full words [6]. Indeed, a word u is primitive if and only if u2 = xuy implies
that either x=  or y= . This part of the algorithm needs to be altered slightly to
handle binary partial words with one hole. By far the easiest approach would be
to substitute the hole with a 0 and test the new binary full word for primitivity as
above. If the new word is primitive, then substitute the hole for 1 and test this new
word for primitivity. If both words are primitive, then the binary partial word with
one hole is primitive, otherwise it is not. This change in the algorithm increases the
time complexity by at most a constant factor.
Algorithm 2 also uses the linear algorithm by Halava, Harju and Ilie (Algorithm 1)
for constructing binary images of given words via Bin.
Algorithm 2 is recursive, so let us compute the complexity of a single call of the
procedure T , say f(n), where n is the length of the current partial word for this call,
say u. Let us consider the call related to Item 2(a)(i)(A) (the other items are handled
similarly). There, u satis3es Lemma 7(2) with k =1, v1 = x	y and v2 = xby. Algorithm
2 computes the following functions on u:
1. Compute p′(u).
2. Find partial words satisfying Lemma 7.
3. Compute Bin(v2).
4. Test for primitivity.
Since each function of the worst case of Algorithm 2 is linear, we have shown so
far that a single call of T requires f(n)=O(n) time. (Every function used in our
algorithm requires at most linear time.) More precisely, there is a constant c such that
f(n)6cn, for any n¿0.
To calculate the time required for the whole algorithm on an input u of length n,
we 3rst determine how fast the length of the current partial word decreases from a call
to the next call or the next two calls. Let us examine the worst case of Lemma 7(2)
following path 2(b)(iii)(X) or 2(b)(iv)(X) with X being any subcase. Consider u1 and
u2 the current partial words for two consecutive calls of T on u, respectively. For
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instance, for 2(b)(iv)(A), we have that u= v1wv2w · · · vkwvk+1, u1 = vi, and u2 = vi−1
wvi, and consequently |u1|¡|u2|62=3|u|. Therefore, the time required by Algorithm 2
to compute Bin′(u) is at most
2
∑
i¿0
f((2=3)in)6 2
∑
i¿0
c(2=3)in6 6cn;
hence it is linear, as claimed. Finally, it is clear that our algorithm is optimal, as the
problem requires at least linear time.
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